Quick Setup Guide

For further information, see the Operating Instructions Manual supplied with the TV. Please retain this guide for your future reference.

2 Running Initial Setup

Initial Setup instructions are displayed on the screen when your BRAVIA® TV is powered on for the first time.

1. Select the language for the OSD (on screen display).
2. Connect either cable or antenna to your TV (you can connect both using an A-B RF switch). If you connect cable, the TV will scan cable channels. After this scanning, you can search antenna channels as well.
3. If the Initial Setup programming found cable channels, you will be able to scan antenna channels as well. Connect the antenna (using an A-B RF switch, not supplied) and change the switch to antenna, then start Auto Program to search antenna channels.

If you did not follow the Initial Setup screen the first time you turned on your TV, refer to your Operating Instructions Manual.

3 Watching Your TV

Select Your Content Source

Whether you are watching cable, satellite or broadcast TV; playing a VCR, DVD or Blu-ray Disc®; or connecting to your PC, you need to choose the correct input using your remote control.

- Press the INPUT button repeatedly until your selection is highlighted on-screen.

Adjust Screen Shape and Aspect Ratio

High Definition and Standard Definition signals are transmitted with different aspect ratios (the width-to-height ratio of the image).

The 16:9 aspect ratio (common to most HD signals) looks perfect on your BRAVIA® TV.

The boxy 4:3 aspect ratio (common to most SD signals) must be adjusted to look right.

- Press the WIDE button on your remote control to display the Wide Mode setting of your preference.

Customize Sound and Picture Quality

You can choose optimum sound and picture settings to match the content you are displaying on your TV.

- Press the remote control's MENU button, highlight and select the Picture and Sound settings to adjust the picture and sound quality of your content.

Refer to your Operating Instructions Manual for more information on adjusting or customizing your settings.
Basic Connection with Home Theater System

HD Basic Connection with A/V Receiver

Required Cable Types for Connection

Notes on Connection:
- Your TV is equipped with an HDMI input; connect your incoming signal source (HD Cable Box, HD Satellite Box, or DVD) with an HDMI or component video for the best possible picture quality.
- If your connecting equipment has DVI output instead of the HDMI output, you must use DVI-to-HDMI cable for the video and also connect an audio cable for the sound.

Connecting a PC to Your BRAVIA:
- Connect PC's audio output when using an HD15 connection.
- Press PC's FUNCTION Key + Select Output to transmit to TV.
- When using an HD15 connection, adjust TV's Pitch and Phase to correct sharpness.
- Refer to your BRAVIA, Operating Instructions Manual for more information.

Basic Connection with SD VCR/DVD

PC Connection